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WE FOR SHE
Creating an Equal Future

2018 Event Summary
Organizing Partners

Message from the Co-Chairs
Jill Earthy and Lois Nahirney

On November 16, 2018, a record 1,425 people united at the Vancouver Convention
Centre for WE FOR SHE, which has become one of the largest annual gatherings to
advance gender equality in North America.
As we celebrate our fifth year of WE FOR SHE, we are blown away by the students,
leaders and organizations in BC who are determined to speak up, step up, act up—and
show up, in greater numbers every year. This year, we even welcomed an international
delegation from China!
Over 5,000 people have attended since it launched as the BC Economic Forum in 2014.
This year, we are at a turning point for change, as we move from awareness to action,
and we each have a role to play in creating an equal future.

Year 5: Record Attendance

We encourage you to find your own role in this collective movement by sharing the
2019 WE FOR SHE Action Plan Priorities with your network.
Together, we can accelerate diversity in BC!
Jill Earthy
Head of Growth
Female Funders

Lois Nahirney
President and CEO
dnaPower Inc.
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Forum Opening
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Welcome Remarks by Iain Black, President and CEO, Greater Vancouver Board of Trade
and Leelah Dawson, Chair, Women’s Leadership Circle
First Nations welcome blessing by Adina Williams, Squamish Nation
Video from The Honourable John Horgan, Premier of BC
Welcome from Bowinn Ma, MLA North Vancouver-Lonsdale
A reflection on five years of WE FOR SHE by Co-Chairs
Jill Earthy, Female Funders, and Lois Nahirney, dnaPower Inc.

Morning Keynote

The Honourable Janet Austin, Lieutenant Governor of BC
Janet Austin, OBC, began with the definition of a feminist and showed gratitude
for her position, which gives her the opportunity to bring a spotlight on issues,
like equality, that are important to her.
Janet pointed out that our boundaries of acceptable behaviour may seem obvious,
but they need to be discussed, and this is the business’ responsibility.
Janet warned of the unintended consequences and backlash in response to the
#metoo movement. If male leaders become less willing to mentor young women,
then we may lose progress for advancing women in the workplace. Janet
suggested that men fear stigmatization around taking parental leave, and we need
to bring a positive profile to men who take on more equal roles at home.
Lori Mathison, President and CEO of CPABC, moderated a live mentoring session
with Janet and Adina Williams, a UBC student. Adina asked Janet what can be done
to create space for women who don’t have access to leadership opportunities, and
Janet responded that women need to ask for support, and women leaders need to
answer the call.

“We won’t achieve an equal workplace until we achieve
equality in the home.”
» The Honourable Janet Austin
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Business Leaders Speak Up
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Table Discussion: Top 5 Responses

What needs to change in the WORKPLACE to achieve an equal future?
Have more women in leadership roles
Create dialogue and awareness
Promote equal sharing of roles at home
Challenge stereotypes
Be confident and step up
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NextGen Leaders Speak Up
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Table Discussion: Top 5 Responses

What needs to change in SCHOOLS to achieve an equal future?
Provide early education on gender equality
Provide equal opportunities for girls
Support women athletes
Create inclusive spaces
Teach teachers
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Inspiring Men to Inspire
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Business Leaders Breakout Session 1

Moderator Kate Furber, Private Company Services Leader, PwC, facilitated
the discussion.
Kevin Brennan, Transaction Advisory Services Markets Leader and Real
Estate Sector Leader, EY, stressed the importance of the business case for
diversity, and urged firms to make it part of their business strategy.
»

Diversity helps win the war for talent by improving client
relationships, profit margins and recruitment outcomes.

Gary Agnew, Vice President, Finning Digital, warned that men who are
amenable to change may sometimes get paralyzed out of fear of ‘getting
it wrong,’ but change is not about being perfect, it’s about being engaged.
»

Start by paying attention to the impact your words have on others,
and use your platform to bring voices into the conversation.

Jake Stika, Executive Director, Next Gen Men, suggested that we use
empathy as a gateway to change and pointed out that men are gendered
individuals too. Equality isn’t a zero-sum game.
»

Look for opportunities for conversation in situations where women
and men both experience bias (for example, parental leave).

“Call people in, don’t call people out.”
» Jake Stika

Championing Women
Business Leaders Breakout Session 2

Segment Host, Don MacPherson, Partner, Deloitte, presented questions that
the crowd submitted for each speaker.
Tanya van Biesen, Executive Director, Catalyst Canada, captured the current
climate around gender equality, including the passion and rage in the
voices raised by women.
With the polarizing political environment and technology keeping gender
issues in the news, Tanya encouraged us to pause and reflect.
She shared her past experience with bias, when she was passed up for
partner because her previous employer questioned whether she could keep
up with the travel schedule, as a mother of two.
Tanya shared three actions that leaders can take to create an equal future:
1. Audit your company top to bottom: who’s staffed, promoted, leaving.
This will show biases and need for intervention.
2. Set targets and measure progress.
3. Act with purposeful intention.
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Championing Women
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Business Leaders Breakout Session 2
Wyle Baoween, CEO, HRx Technology, spoke of
his former belief in meritocracy and how the
birth of his baby girl made him realize that
“hiring the best” was a phrase that was used to
support biases.
Wyle suggested that temporary change comes
from dealing with bias in people, but
sustainable change can only happen when we
change the bias embedded in companies’
practices.
Data helps us approach change by:

Liz Lougheed Green, Director of Community
Investment, Vancity Credit Union, spoke to the
economic potential of investing in women
entrepreneurs.
While Canadian women are starting businesses faster
than all G20 countries, they aren’t scaling as quickly
and as often as they could be.
By sharing her own struggles as an entrepreneur, Liz
highlighted some common barriers to growth for
women business owners and how they can be
overcome:

1. Encouraging leadership buy-in, which
makes the greatest cultural impact in a
company.

1. Restricting growth to maintain work/life
balance. Women can share their experience,
because no one “does it all.”

2. Coordinating the approach, rather than
jumping to action in response to
training.

2. Building entrepreneurial skills. Support
organizations can help women bridge this gap.

3. Maximizing resources so you don’t try to
do too much.
4. Showing progress

3. Accessing capital. This can be improved with
unconscious bias training for lenders, more
female investors and financial literacy training
for women.

NextGen Leader Breakout
Building confidence and exploring career options

Students selected from seven workshops that gave them insight into various career
paths, expanded their mindset and connected them with business leaders who are
pursuing their passion.

Authentic Leadership Starts with You
Presented by Minerva BC

Battling Bias to Become a Diversity Champion
Presented by Women’s Enterprise Centre

Choose Your Own Adventure
Presented by EA Vancouver

“All of us have unconscious bias and we need to try our best
to control that. Women are capable of great things.”
» NextGen Leader
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NextGen Leader Breakout
Building confidence and exploring career options

Design Thinking 101
Presented by The University of British Columbia

How to Rock Being Flawsome
Presented by Spark Creations

Soft Skill Super Powers
Presented by Chartered Professional Accountants of BC

Stress + Performance: How to Balance Both
Presented by ViaSport and the BC Women’s Hospital + Health Care Foundation

Over 82% of students surveyed felt the workshops were very or extremely useful.
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Equipping Teachers
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Teacher Workshop: Entrepreneurial Mindset in the Classroom
Women’s Enterprise Centre invited five other organizations to
collaborate on an informative session to share how teachers can
promote an entrepreneurial mindset in their classroom and where
they can access programs and resources.
An entrepreneurial mindset is a collection of personality traits and
skills that:
»

Contributes to enhanced learning and success

»

Helps students view challenges as opportunities

»

Encourages creative problem solving

»

Drives students to make their solutions a reality

These skills are useful throughout our education, career and life.

Learn about resources available to
BC schools at weforshe.ca

Afternoon Keynotes
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Helena Gottschling and The Honourable Mary Ng
Helena Gottschling, Chief Human Resources Officer, RBC,
encouraged youth to open their minds to a world of
possibilities, as they might end up where they never
expected. She encouraged women to embrace the power of
their voices and believe in their ability to shape the future.
As digital natives, youth can re-imagine organizations, but
they have expectations in return. They want to act with
purpose, have access to tools and technology, and see
equitable representation. Helena reminded women to ask for
help and stay curious as the world of work evolves.

The Honourable Minister Ng, Federal Minister of Small Business
& Trade Diversification, shared her personal story of overcoming
stereotypes and motivating herself. She had learned from her Dad
at an early age that she could either succumb to overarching
stereotypes, or realize her dreams. She chose the latter, and has
used her power to motivate women throughout her career.
Mary warned that a generation of inventions without a female
perspective will be created if we don’t increase women’s
representation in STEM. And she shared a mind-blowing statistic
that there are more men named James than there are all women
as CEOs of Fortune 500 companies.

Creating Positive Mindsets
Rapid Fire Speakers

Tru Wilson and Levi Nahirney, Transgender Advocates (left), shared their
journeys as transgender youth. While both were supported by their
families, they didn’t encounter the same acceptance at school.
Tru and Levi used their struggles as motivation to create change for other
transgender youth. Levi created the gay-straight alliance at his school and
organized the first pride day. Tru pushed the Catholic school district to
introduce their first policy to support transgender students. They
encouraged us to help people feel accepted and equal.

“Schools need to be about supporting kids—all kids.”
» Levi Nahirney
Tara Bosch, CEO, SmartSweets (right), shared how fear was the key to
unlocking her craziest and wildest dreams. A 24-year-old entrepreneur
who dropped out of university to launch a line of sugar-free candies,
starting with gummy bears made in her kitchen, Tara experienced many
moments of self-doubt. She ultimately chose to embrace her fear and use
it as a guiding compass. Now, with $16M in sales in her second year of
business, Tara believes that the scariest thing would be to live with “whatifs” rather than pursuing her passion to help the world kick sugar.
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Creating Positive Mindsets
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Rapid Fire Speakers

Karina LeBlanc, Head of Concacaf Women’s Football, shared her evolution from a shy immigrant from
Dominica to a confident Olympian. When she was cut from the soccer team, she used the frustration as
motivation to work harder.
After accomplishing her own dream, Karina knew that she could encourage the next generation, so she
traveled to Honduras with UNICEF’s Football for Life program. She continues to inspire youth to
conquer their own hurdles and self-doubt to pursue their dreams.

“I was really inspired by Karina LeBlanc’s story because she made me
realize that you can do anything that you want, and don't let anyone
stop you from your dream.”
» NextGen Leader
Suzanne Schulz, Partner at KPMG and Senior Vice President of KPMG Forensic Inc., shared her
experience with depression and the lessons she learned from working through it. She learned to enjoy
the journey, ask for help, and embrace the power of being herself. Suzanne pointed out that being
emotional doesn’t mean that you’re irrational; rather, it means that you have emotional intelligence,
ethics and can use these to achieve results.

Creating an Equal Future
Afternoon Activity

What words of wisdom do you have for the world
on how to create an equal future?

Each person shared their newfound words of wisdom on a post-it note, then brought
them together for a large-scale art installation that spelled out…
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Creating an Equal Future
Together we can achieve…
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What the Post-it Notes Said
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Top Response Themes

What words of wisdom do you have for the world
on how to create an equal future?
Be bold and take action
Embrace your story
Be inclusive
Empower, don't compete
Keep the conversation going
Be resilient
Create support systems
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Showcase
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Chartered Professional Accountants BC
Big Sisters of BC Lower Mainland
Dynamic Women®
Irving K Barber British Columbia Scholarship Society
Industry Training Authority (ITA)
League of Innovators
Minerva BC
SHAD
ShEvalesco Female Empowerment Association
The Connected Woman Association
WEB Alliance of Women’s Business Networks
WiT Regatta
WNORTH
Women in Tech World
Women's Enterprise Centre
Young Entrepreneur Leadership Launchpad (YELL)

Social Stream
#WeForSheBC Trended in BC
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Why We Gather
“I support refugee
students and
permanent resident
students. The
majority of the
cultures in these
categories do not
support leadership/
education for
females. My goal in
attending the event
is for the girls to see
successful women.”
» Teacher

Attended
last year
9%
Network
9%

Learn about
diversity and
best practices
15%
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Other
9%

Mentor
the next
generation
36%

Be inspired to
create change
21%

What People Want More Of
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The Top 5 Ideas for Next Year

1
More table
discussions

2
Include skill
building
workshops
for
business
leaders

3
Facilitate
speed
mentoring
between the
generations

4
Add
pre-event
resources
for schools

5
Invite more
storytellers

Video Recap

https://youtu.be/r8MHsATop5c
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How You Can Take Action

Download these 2019 WE FOR SHE Action Plan Priorities at weforshe.ca
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Movers and Shakers
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Thanks to everyone who helped make the event a success
Organizing Committee
Jill Earthy, WE FOR SHE Co-Chair, Female Funders and Founders
Kerrilee Auger, Women’s Enterprise Centre
Barbara Baranova, Greater Vancouver Board of Trade
Alison Coyne, Government of British Columbia

Lois Nahirney, WE FOR SHE Co-Chair, dnaPower Inc.
Laurel Douglas, Women’s Enterprise Centre
Tina Strehlke, Minerva BC
Amelia Wong, Greater Vancouver Board of Trade

Supporting Committee
Kiana Alexander
Bridgitte Anderson

Leelah Dawson
Kate Duggan

Kerry Gibson
Jordan Humphries

Mina Labani
Lisa Niemetscheck

Gurleen Aujla
Jennifer Cudlipp

Elisabeth Finch
Jenny Flojo

Riya Khanna
Cathy Kuzel

Joe Olivier
Chichi Wang

Youth Advisory Committee
Rania Alshami
Gurleen Aujla

Astrid Greenhill
Jessica Gutierrez

Mina Labani
Alyana Lalani

Carrie Schulz
Shaolin Temrick-Young

Eliana Bond
Grace Bunting

Mandy Huynh
Riya Khanna

Moria O’Donoghue
Clara Saad

Celia Wong

Special thank you to all the volunteers and event champions!

Thank You Sponsors/Partners
Organizing Partners

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Event Partners

Media Partners
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Take action this year
Visit weforshe.ca

See You at WeForShe 2019!

